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COMPRESSIBIJJTI?Y AND HEATING EFFECTS ON PRESSURE LOSS AND COOLING OF A
BAFFLED CYLINDER BARREL

By ARTHURW. GOLDSTEINand HEBMANH. ELLEIRBROCK,Jr.

SUMMARY

Theoretical kxsti.gatio-rw have shown that, became air i8
compressible, the pre-mw.re+op reguiremeni%for cooling an
air-cookd engine will be much greater at high altitudes and
high sp& than at sea level and km qeaik. Test-s were
condwcted by the NACA to obtuin some experimtmtul con-
jkwz.tion of the e$ect of air compreasibi.lity on cooling and
preaeureloss of a ba@edcylinder bawel and to evaluate txzti
methm% of analysik The reswlta reported in i% -pi-Bent
paper are regardd m preliminary to i!.e+v%on single-cylinder
and multiqdinder en@w8. Tests were conducted over a wide
range of ti$ows and Wy al.tihules.

The r& indti that, for a giwm air wA@ jlow, the
reduced prwwxe drop bcuwd on average cooling-air derwiiy
Appa,/p,, which hm been wed to corrti heat-transfer cool-
ing olzi!a,b not constanifor di~erent aw dewii%x (Ap, cooliqp
air pressure drop across the engine; pu/p,, ratw of atierqe
coolingd.r d&y to derwi.ty ai sea level). Engine-cooling
uariubkx shouiii therefore not be p.ktted agaimt pr.xwure drop.
I’rom the preseni t-ah a correlating variable for hedtransfer
@ ix ghown to be the air weight jlow; the reduced preswme
drop h not suitubl.efor this pwqgose. An anulymk based on
i%.5iIi?8Wmpth?LOfUTL~~$OW ‘h 8h0WTLtO be 8(1$’@4T@I fm
estimding i!h e~ezt of compreA.biLiiy on data obtmkd in tie
tests. A simpler empirirzd method in which compreasi.Wi.ty
and hea$irq e$ects can be estimated w fownd for correlati~
the test data on prewnwe loss.

INTRODUCTION

Some investigators have heretofore correlated cooling data
for air-cooled enginca with the cooling-air pressure drop.
(references 1 to 4). The effect of compressibility was taken
into account by using the product of the pressure drop and
the average of the air densities at the bnt and the rear of
the cylinder as the correlating variable rather than the pres-

sure drop alone. With the high rate of heat exchange and
the high air velocity between the fins required for effective
cooling at high altitudea, however, a large airdensity change
will result. This change in air density is attended by an
increase in velocity, and an additional pressure loss will be
incurred at the baflie exit where this momentum will be
lost. Estimates of the increase in pressure loss caused by
air compressibility in engine-cooling systems with baflled
cylinders were made in references 5 to 9. The analyses of
references 5 and 9 -were based on the assumptions of one-
dimensional gas dynamics, but no experimental data were
available to support these analyses.

An investigation was begun by the NACA to obtain
experimental confirmation of the effect of compressibility
and rah of heat transfer on pressure 10H and cooling of rL
bailled section of a cylinder barrel and to evaluate the
various methods of correlating these data. The tests
covered a range of simulated density altitudes from 4000
to 33,000 feet, of velocities between the fins from a Mach
number of 0.05 to near sonic values, and of heat inputs
from O to 500 Btu per hour per square inch of cylinder-
Wall surface. This investigation was conducted at Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley Field, Vs.,
during 1942.

Aolmowledgment is made to ilf.r. Frank E. Marble of the
Supercharger and Airflow Research Division, Aircraft En-
.tie Reawch Laboratory of the NACA for his suggestion
tliat the Prandtl-Glauert compressibility factor be used to
correlate the results of the present tests.

ANALYSIS

ON%DIMENSIONALGM DYNAMICS

The analysis of the flow around a baflled cylinder is based
on the assumptions of one-dimensional gas dynamics. The
equations for the pressure and density changes through a
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bnffled+ylinder system (@. 1) are developed by the follow-
ing analysis, which is similar to that of reference 5.

1. The heat transfer between stations 1 and 2 and between
stations 2 and 4 is estimated.

2. NTOloss in total pressure is assumed from station 1 to
station 2.

3. The pressure and the density at station 2 are then cd-
cukted from the heat-transfer e&mate, the stagnation
pressure, and the mass flow.

E

?tot/:on 2

rion 3

Tion 3]

Fmmm L—Finn&loylinder, kMI@ tailpfemj and mwarin~on kations used in twtu.

4. The analysis of the flow between ‘stations 2 and 3 is
based on the assumption of uniform flow of a compressible
fluid with friction in a straight duct.

5. The loss at the btie exit is computed from the mo -
mentum equations for uniform flow at stations 3 and 4.

Change in gas state between station 1 and station 2.—If
the heat picked up by the air between station 1 and station
2 and the-weight if & flowing through the btie axe lmown,

H,= ~Cp(~’,,–~L,) (1)
where

H, rate of heat transfer b air between stations 1 and 2,
Btu per second (The method of obtaining H, is
given in appendix A.)

w weight of air flo~ through baffle, pounds pm
second

Cp speciiic heat of air at constant pressure, Btu pm
pound per 0 1?

T~,t stagnation temperature at station 2, 0 F absolute

Tl,, stagnation temperature at statitm 1, 0 F absolute

A complete list of the symbols used is presented in appendix
B.

Stagnation or total temperature and pressure as umd in
this report indicate gas properties that would obtain if tho
kinetic energy of the moving gas were isentropically con-
verted inim enthalpy. The temperature T,,1 may be con-
sidered equal to the static temperature at station 1 because
the velocity at station 1 is negligible. If T,,,, W, and HI
are Imown, the total temperature at station 2 may bo
obtained from equation (1).

The assumption is made that there is no loss in total
pressure from. station 1 to station 2 and that the stagnation
state of the air at stition 2 is known. Then, from the
reIations

w—=tivlgA,

and

p2v22
M~=—

‘YP9

(2)

(3)

and by means of the relations for isentropic change, the true-
stream density and prwsure may be eliminated and the
stagnation density and pressure inserted to give

where

9
Ag

Pl

v,

M,

Y
p2

p2, t

f%,t

Tg

acceleration of gravity, feet per second x
cross-sectional area of free-flow space

squaxe feet

(4)

d station 2,

den&y of h at station 2, slugs per cubic foot (bared “
on P2 and TJ

velocity of air in iin passage at station 2, feet per
second

Mach number at station 2

ratio of speciiic heats for air (1.3947)

static pressure of air at station 2, pounds per square
foot

stagnation air pre9sure at station 2, pounds per square
foot

stagnation air density at station 2 (computed from

PZ,tmd T2,t),slugs per cubic foot
true air-stream tmnperature of cooling air at station 2,

“F absolute
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V?hn (P2Vi)2/pWP2,tis knom, M w be deti~ed ~m

equation (4); the ratios p2/p2,~and pJpS,, can be determined
from the isentropic-change relations. A chart based on
equation (4) and the isentropic relations is given in figure 2.

Ohange in gas state between station 2 and station 3.—The
pressure drop through the btie from station 2 to station 3

‘ is given by the following equation, which haa been modiiied
from the corresponding equation in reference 5 by inserting
the value of cD,f in terms of C&, f:

7=%4+:)+2(9 (5)

d~-cpr~~ea’s~tion’J(+fiv’2)p”~~p~
square foot

friction-drag coefficient between stations 2 and 3

friction-drsg coefficient between stdion 2 and stat
tion 3 based oh average of ‘Q and qa ‘

D, fiction drag tim station

187

2 to station 3, pounds

!Z8 ()dynamic pressure at station 3, ~ ~V.2 ,pouds per

square foot

P3 static prwsure at stfdion 3, pounds per square foot

h density of air at station 3, slugs per cubic foot

v* velocity of air at station 3, feet per second

If the value for the local friction-drsg coefficiaut C~J,, is
assumed constant for all elements of the path, llf would
actually be obtained by a process of integration. The value
of (?J)~,i should therefore be calculated from ~~ by means
of some integrated mean value for XpV’. The value calcu-
lated from the arithmetical average of g’ and qs, however, is
wwd as an approximation. If this approximation is good,
CD.J,, thus calculated should be independent of inlet-density
variations for fhed values of Reynolds number and equal to
the value that would be obtained with an incompressible
fluid. By means of the continuity equation, the relationship
between CD,, and C~,r,t can be established as

(6)

The density ratio required for the solution of equation (5)
can be calculated from the following equation, which is
modified from the corresponding equation in reference 5 by
inserting the value for CDJ in terms of CD, f,, to give

:=l+&2+ { ()5LK2*1– :

+s43[%(1+9+%111 (7)

where

H, rate of heat transfer to air between stations 2 and 3,
Btu per second (The method of detmmining H,
is given in appendix A.)

A convenient method of determining p2/%uses the variables

“ ‘3%2 (8)

p’Ep’/~ (9)

Mj = P’—~

[

(lo)
-rP’ Q& (l+ P’)+ (P’-l)]+~l (1–P”)

M!2

f~b’ -#
–1

(11)

When use is made of these deii.nitions, equation (7) becomes

M~=M:+ T’M: (12)

Because M=zand Mbg are functions only of p’ and CD.~, i, for
each vshe of CD.~, j the variable kf=’ may be plotted against
Mb’ snd p’ maybe plotted against M/ by use of the defini-
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tions for M=*and Lf%. These plots are shown in iigure 3. The
vahm -iKs must, however, be the orfia~ sa~f@% the li-RwLr
equation (12) with .i’$.f22as they intercept, i%2 ss the abscissa,
and T’ as the slope. The intersection of this line with the
curve of illas against Mbg for the given CDJ,t determinm
M:. From the curve of M2 sgsinatP’ for the given cD..f,i he

value of pt can be obtained.
Change in gas state between station 3 and station 4.—The

momentum equation characterizing the pressure loss between
station 3 and station 4 is derived for the baflie with a tail-
piece. This loss as given in references 5 and 9 wss for a
bafiie without a tailpiece, whwe station 4 ~SS i-u a section Of
very large area with very low velocity. For the present
case the momentum equation is

p& sin &-pd-4+J@&–Da=~ (Vi– V. sin h) (i3)

] where

Os

P4

A,

A

P
dSz

D,

v,

angle between radii of cylinder to cylinder rear and to
station 3, degrees (See fig. 1.)

static pressure at stwtion 4, pounds per square foot

cross+ectional area at station 3, square feet

cross~ectional area of baille exit at station 4, square
feet

static pressure, pounds per square foot

projection of any element of cylinder-wall surfaca and
of curved part of bafEe surface back of station 3 on
plane of ~, square feet

component of drag force normal to plane of Z& and ef-
fective between @ations 3 and 4, pounds

velocity of air at station 4, feet per second

.%,-a

FIGDEE $—Detemdnationcdratioafdenaity at station !2to density at station 8. Parametemreferto* MCD./. i.
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The integral of pdi% is taken over the entire surface bounding
the fluid between stations 3 and 4 except at flow cross sections
of stations 3 rmd 4.

It can be shown that”

fdlyz=&-& sin 0, (14)

The pressure gradients will be proportional to the kinetic
energy at station 3. Therefore, if

if the coefficient for friction drag in the baffle exit is

(15)

(16)

and if these symbols and the continui~ equation are used,
the momentum equation may be expressed as

I?G?L4=~_&-2 $& 03+2 ($y:
q3

(17)

In this equation the term 2(A@) sin 0, indicates that the
momentum loss caused by the fact that the stream at the
rear of the cylinder is not directed straight back cannot be
neglected. This direction of the stream, however, tends to
increase the value of G and the pressure recovery. The
recovery coefficient ~, therefore, in some measure compen-

sates for the fact that OS# 90°. When — is small, fl the
2

terms become small and consequently p~ is approximately
equal to pl.

I?or the present report the losses across the cyhnder will be
represented by equations (5) aud (17). In the actual prac-
tica of predicting the pressure losses, once the coefficients
of equation (17) are evaluated, the density change may be
evaluated from equation (17) and the energ_ equation.

APPLICATION OF PRANDTL-GL4UERT COMPRI?3SIBILITYFACTOR TO
FLOW ACROSS A BAFFLBD CYLINDEE

The foregoing theory for flow of a compressible fluid is
applicable only to the case of uniform velocity or one-dimen-
sional flow. For two-dimensional flow, the Prandtl-Glauert
factor ~~ is used to compute the effect of compressi-
bility. The l?randtl-Glfiuert factor is strictly applicable in
flow Conditlom quite dlflerent from those existing around
the baffled cylinder now being considered; therefore, this
namo should not be used for this application of the factor

but will be used for convenience. The proper application
of this factor is to static-pressure variations in the flow field
of a body causing small perturbation velocities in an intinite
uniform flow field with a frictionless, compressible fluid and
with no heat transfer. In that case the diiTerence in static
pressure at any point in the flow field from what the static
pressure would be with an incompressible fluid cm be com-
puted by the Prandtl-Glauert factor ~~ in the equa-
tion (reference 10)

or

where

Po

!-lo

M.
Pi

Po

Vo

Gal
0.,,

c’‘=&

(18)

(19)

pressure of fluid that is characteristic of flow, pounds
per square foot

dynamic pressure of fluid that is characteristic of flow

()
~povo’ , poumk per square foot

Mach number that is characteristic of flow
static pressure at same point asp with incompr=ible

fluid, pounde per square foot
deneity of fluid that is characteristic of flow, slugs per

cubic foot
velocity of fluid that is characterktic of flow, feet per

second
pressure-lose coefficient with compressible flow
prwsure-loss coefficient with incompressible flow

The factor ~~i was used to reduce the tot&pressure-
10SSdata to values that might be expected without compres-
sibility effects. The application of the factor to the present
data is to be regarded solely as an empirical method of cor-
relation. No rational basis for the use of this factor is
presented herein.

The pressure drop used in place of p–po in equation (18)
for the baftled cylinder is pl .,—P4,,. The method of calculat-

ing & and Mo was empirically determmed by &ding the
pressure and the temperature that would give the best
correlation of the data with di.flerent densities and various
rates of heat transfer. The factor C,, ~was then computed.

*O ‘ /i=mcp,i=Pl .t—P~ t (20)

The totd-pree.wre loss to be expected with an incompressi-
ble fluid Ap, is then

(PVY
Api=cn,i ~O=& ~

843110-50-13
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For the same mass flow (pV) but with standard density
p,, 0,,, will remain constant because it depends on only the
Reynolds number. Then

Apf,,=Ap~/p, (22)
where

Ap{4 loss in- total prwwre under standard densi~ condi-
tions, pounds per square foot

P. standard density (at 29.92 in. Hg and 60° F’), slugs
per cubic foot

From equations (2o), (21), and (22)

AP,, s= Apt : d- (23)

where
Apt =pl.t—p,,t

THE RFFECXOF COMPRERSIB IIIIYON HEAT TRANSFEE

The effect of compressibility on the heat-transfer coe&
cients is estimated by the effect calculated for a flat plate
by an equation given in reference 11. If the temperature
of the plate is assumed ti be 300° F (an average iin and
cylinder temperature to be expected with a rear spark-plug
temperature of 450° F), the Reynolds number is assumed to
be 3000, and the free-stream air temperature is mmmed to
be —67° F (the temperature at high altitudea where com-
pressibility effects in akooled engines may become critical),
the effect of the free-stream Mach number ill on the local
heat-transfer coefficient &is given by

h=d%,(l+0.056il&)

where h., ~ is the local heatAmmsfer coefficient that would
exist with an incompressible fluid. The effect will be slightly
less than shown in the foregoing equation for two reasons:
(1) the value L,t is proportional to the local skin-friction
coefficient, which in reference 12 is shown to decrease slightly
with increase of Mach number; (2) the highest possible value
of J@= 1 will not exist over the entire cylinder. In practical
casea ikP will not be unity at any point around the cylinder.
Consequently, the effect of compressibility on heabtransfer
coefficients for the cylinder can be expected to be negligible.

APPARATUS AND TESTS

TRSTS~P

The copper-plated steel barrel section used in the tests
was 1}4 inches long with a 5J@ch bore. The iins on the
cylinder were 0.50 inch wide, 0.036 inch thick, and spaced
0.105 inch. Inside the cylinder was a grate to aid the
pickup of heat and to reduce the temperature variation
around the inside of the cylinder. A metal baille with a
6-inch tailpiece w-as fitted around the cylinder (fig. 1).
The tailpieu allowed the cross flow at the back of the

cylinder to diminish sticiently to permit more reliulh
p&sure reading. The croawe&iond- mea of the exit of
the bafile was 1.6 times the free-flow area between the fins.
The unit was placed in an asbestos-lined metal box (fig. 4)
and sealed at all edges with furnace cement to prevent air
leakage.

The source of heat “was an oil burner with CLcapacity of
1 or 2 gallons of oil per hour, depending on the burner nozzle
used. A firebrick furnace provided the space for the com-
bustion to be completed before the hot gasea came into
contact with the cylinder grate. An auxiliary blowor was
needed with a large nozzle to supply the necessary air for
combustion.

The flow of cooling air was created by two compressors
used as vacuum pumps and operated in series. Each pump

—.. .
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tnbcs, and thOIUKICOUpkl.

was driven by an 85-horsepower engine. In ordor to pre-
vent surging and to smooth out the flow of cooling air, Iargo
tanks were placed upstream and downstream of the test
cylinder. Bleed valves ~vere placed in front of and botweon
the pumps to provide fine control of the air flow. A tank
with thin-plate orifices in each end was placed upstream of
the test cylinder to measure the quantity of cooling air. A
throttle placed between the orifice tank and tho upstrmm
surge tank was used to control the pressure of the cooling
air in front of the test cylinder. A diagram of the apparatus
is shown in figure 5.

INSTRUMENTATION

Surface temperatures of the cylinder were obtained at 24
points (fig. 6) by means of insulated 28-gage chromel-olunml
thermocouples spot-welded to the steel. The cold junctions
of the thermocouples were inserted in a sealed wooden box,
The temperature in the box was obtained with an alcohol-in-
glass thermometer; the thermocouple potential was measured
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with a potentiometer. Thermocouples were also used to
measure the oriiice temperatures and the cooling-air inlet
and outlet temperatures. The cooling-air outlet tempera-
ture was measured downstream of the baille tailpiece in an
expanded section; it was therefore unnecessary to correct
tho readings for air velocity. The outlet duct was lagged
to prevent heat loss. The accuracy of the temperature
measurements was within *10 1?.

Total and static pressures were obtained in the tailpiece
and at two stations on the cylinder; a total pressure was
obtained immediately in front of the cylinder (fig. 6). The

TCaalin ‘-air
f

Cdin ‘-air
tnfo e zinia e

7i%-oM9 wlve
Surae

“?
tank

r~-~h’ffjJ=~-“’::~’
Auxiliary blower Oil burner dud

ET

Bleea’ valves <u

IdRun
TCodinq-oir exhousf ,

FIOUFLE &-DlummofW StUP.

total-pressure tubes of 0.030-inch-diameter steel tubing with
a 0,006-inch-diameter hole in the side of each tube were
inserted vertically around the cylinder. The static pressures
mound the cylinder were measured by means of ‘vertical
tubes inserted through holes tapped into tlm iins (fig. 7).
Stdion 2 was at the baffle constriction and station 3’ was
somewhat behind the baflle-expansion point. Because of
the location of the tube, the static-pressure readings for
station 3J were not used in the calculations. Also, in view
of the small distance between 31 and 3, the reading p~t,~was
used for pa,,. Conventional-type pressure tubes were not
used between the fins because it was thought they would
block too much of the channel. A rake of conventional
total-pressure tubes was used in surveying tihe total pressure
in the tailpiece, and a wall tap was used to measure the

static presawe (~. 1). The pressures were read on vertical
water or mercury manometers, depending on the range of
pressures being measured.

The very small pressure drops across the thin-plate
orifices were measured with a micromanometer.
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Tests were conducted over a range of air flows at several
NACA standard density altitudes from 4000 to 33,OOOfeet
simulated at the front of the cylinder. At each altitude,
data were obtained with and without heat transfer for Mach
numbers ranging from low values to the highest values
obtainable with the apparatus. The highest Mach numbers
occurred at the bdlle exit, but no accurate data were ob-
tained at that station. In the following table are given the
rarq+s of Mach numbers at the baffle entrance Mz and at
the bafiie exit J40; the MO values were computed on the as-
sumption of no friction up to that point and are therefore
lower than the maximum Mach number of the flow system.

1
4,ml

wi~mt heat ~-------------------- g ~

33, all

{

*IXKI

With lj@ We------------------------ :~~

22,010

0.06toO.e$
.12toxl
.17kl .68
.lsto .@
.16 to .73
.16 to .07
21 to .m
_20to .fO

O.(L5toO.e$
.12 to .70
.17 to .6s
.18 to ml
.18 to .77
.17 to .69
%4 to .74
.31to .69

Pressures and temperatures were recorded only after the
test cylinder had practically reached a state of thermal
equilibrium. The maximum allowable rate of change of
temperature was about 3° F in 5 minutes for the maximum
temperature before readings were taken. The cooling-air
outlet temperature was read before and after reading the
cylinder temperature-s and an average of the two air tem-
peratures was used. The two readings in no case differed
by more than 2 percent of the temperature rise. Tempera-
tures were read to within 0.4° F and pressures to within
0.01 inch of mercury or water. The accuracy of the pressure
readings was limited by the unsteadiness of the engines,
which caused pressure fluctuations of as much as 0.1 inch
of mercury.

Summaries of the reduced test data and the derived
quantities without and with heat transfer are given in tables
I and II, respectively. Cylinder temperature-distribution
data are available upon request to the NACA.

COMPUTATIONS

From the tests the following quantities were determined:

where

fib area of cylinder wrdl at base of fins, square feet
T, average wall temperature, “F absolute (arithmetic

average of measured temperature of cylinder at
base of h)

TJ,a, average temperature of cooling surface (tin and
barrel surfaces), ‘F absolute

s. total heatitransfer surface of cylinder, square feet
From these data, the fictitious exit density p= and the
coefficients h, U, cD,f,fj Cp, i, and %— OSwere determined as
follows :

Compu~ation of h.-–The average surface heat-transfer
coefficient h was calculated from the equation

h= HI+H,
S’~(TL=,–T,,,)

The average temperature T,,., of the fin and barrel surface
was obtained from the measured surface temperatures by
averaging the temperatures with weighting factors propor-
tional to the area elements in which ench thermocouple
was located.

Computation of U.—The average wall heat-transfer coef-
ficient U was calculated from the following equation

~= H,+H2
Ab(Tb– T, ,,) (24)

Computation of flotitious exit density p&,—The sttigrmtion
pressure at station 3’, the mass flow, the exit stagnation
temperature, and the cross section at station 3 were used to
compute the static pressure at station 3 by means of figure 2.
This prcsmre and the temperature T,,, are used to compute
the density P= by means of the general gas law.

Com_Wtation of CD,~,{.—By the method given in appendix A,
Y~’—Yi.~
T~t—Tl.t

may be computed from the cooling-surface tom-

p&ature distribution and the over-all rate of heat transfer,
On the assumption that PZ,,=P1,,, P2,, ~d (PWz/Pa,fm,t

were calculated and, from figure 2, p2, pa, and qz were
found. From p~,, and Ts,,= Tb,,, the values of ~, g~, d
pz were calculated with the aid of figure 2. A value for
CD,~,~~~ then computed from equation (5).

Computation of exit ooefflcients,-The exit coefficients CJ
and % could not be separately determined and the valuo of

US—G W= co~wentb ~cdated from ga, pa, and m
(obtainpd in the calculation of CD,f,,) and equation (17).
From p,,, and T4,,, figure 2 was used to find the needed
values for P4and ph.
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#

Oompuwtion of OD,f,i by estimation of ~— C’a.-The value
of CD,r,t was &o calculated by the method of reference 5;
that is, by estimating the exit-loss coefficient and assuming
~=pi instead of using the measured value of pa,f. Equa-
tion (17) was then used ta calculate pa. Also from previous
computations PZ, A, Q, T’, ad M.*, were hOWQ. The

chart (fig. 3) was recalculated for constant values of

(PrPs)/gz fitead of for constant values of CDJ,,. The
new chart was used to find the Vtdue of p! from @l—@/ql,
~z~, T’; equation (5) waa then wed to compute cD,f, f.

Computation of Reynolds number.—Reynolds numbers 1?
were obtained from the formula

R—pvd
P

where
u! hydrrudic diameter of fin passage, feet

P nbsolute viscosity of air based on average of average
cooling-surface temperature and average cooling-air
temperature, slugs per second per foot

Computation of Op,f$—The preswwe-loss coefficients Cp,j
were calculated from the data by means of equation (20),
which was used in the equivalent form

From tho data it was found that ~, should be calculated from
pi,, ud T4, and that PR, should equal p,,~ for the best cor-

relation. In the foregoing equation ~,, is the stagnation
(PV2density. The factor PX was then calculated and, from
,.

the value of this factor, ~w TWISdete~ed tim

figure 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

EVALUATION OF COEFFICIENTS

Correlation of heat-transfer coefficients h and Z7.-The
effect of iltitude on the heat=transfer coefllcients h and Z7 is
ShOWRin figures 8 and 9. The curve for h, the surface hea&
transfer coefficient, plotted against weight flow of air at the
baffle entrance shows no effect due to ahtitude inasmuch as
the curves for 4000 and 14,000 feet bracket the spread of the
data. The curve for Z7, the wall heat-transfer coefficient,
shows the same characteristic as the curve for h. These
figures show that the Mach number had no effect on the heat
transfer for the range covered. An eflect of heat load was
noted in the data but is not shown in figures 8 or 9. The
hint-transfer coefficients h and ~ increase slightly with
heat-transfer load.
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Correlation of pressure-loss function (AppJ/K(pV)l.—The
pressure-loss function (AppdP)/fi(PV)2 is a dimensionless form
of the conventional pressure-loss function Appa,/p.. The
density p., is the average of densities upstream and down-
stream of the cylinder, and p, is the air densi@- under stand-
ard sea-level conditions. When (AppJ/j4(pv)2 is plotted
against weight flow pVg M in iigure 10, the conclusions drawn

20

1.5

Lo

5 e

CM-i 1- 1 I I I I
. d 1 I

I 1 I 1 I I I I I I t I I I I I I ! I

I I I I I I I i I I I i I I I I I I J
4 6 8 10 15 20 30 40

pV9, lb~(sec)(sq ff)

(a) W1thont heat transfer.

b) with heat fram?k.

FIlmrlm Io.—varintkm of ~Ics functfon wfth cdlngdr weight flow.

from the plot of the pressure-loss function may be applied
to the function Appa,/p,. The dimensionless form has the
advrmtage of showing compressibility effects more clearly.

The plot of the pressure-loss function ApP=Jfi(PV)’ is
shown in figure 10 for runs with and without heat transfer.
These curves show disagreement for dif7erent altitudes and
for rLvariation in heat transfer. The-rise shown on the high
weightAlow region of each curve indicates an additional
pressure loss caused by compr~ibility effects at high Mach
numbers. The high Mach numbers occur at lower weight
flows as the density altitude increases. Any correlation
method must make it possible to correct for these pressure
rises and the separation of the curves for difTerent altitudes
and rates of heat transfer.

Correlation of pressure-loss function (APpm)/)4(PV)2.—

Some investigators have proposed correlating the prcssum loss
by means of the function Appa, where pm k tho air density
at the exit of the cylinder. This method was unsuccessfully
tried with the data of the present tests. In most cases wlmro
this method would be applied, the baffle exit would havo no
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(a)TVithoutheat transfer.
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FI13UBE 11.—Variatl0n of presmre. km funotion with cwllngalr weight flow.

tailpiece and consequently no pressure recovery at tho lxdilo
exit. The exit densi~ would then be computed from tho
static pressure at the baflle e.ut and the stagnation tempera-
ture at the tailpiece. The density thus computod is lowor
than any density existing in any part of the test rig used for
the present tests. The pressure-loss function (Appa)/ti(pV)2
was computed by means of the density P= and is plotted in
figure 11 for tests with and without heat transfer, Bccrww
pa decreases as compared with p., for increasing prcssuro
losses, the correlation of the pressure-loss function
(ApP~)/%(PV2 is better than that of (ApP=,)/M(PV)2. Al-

though the correlation of the runs with heat transfer (fig,
11(b)) is good, the runs without heat transfer (fig. 11(a))
show compressibility effects in that the data for the clifferon t
density altitudes form separate curves.
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Correlation of drag ooefllcients and exit-recovery coeffl- I
aients. —The drag coefficient cD,f,i cowu~d from fie *t

data by the method previously given are plotted in figure 12
against the weight flow per unit area. The utter lack of
correlation between the redts for the tests without ,heat
tnmsfm (fig. 12(a)) and those with heat transfer (fig. 12(b))
or between results at diflerent altitudes is evident. The
sanm result is to be observed in figure 13 in which the exit-
recovery coefficient G— G has been plotted against the
cooling-air weight flow.

In order to find the source of error in these results, the
resumptions involved in this method were examined. With
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regard to the assumption that the total pressure remai.m
unchanged between stations 1 and 2, the data indicated thal
the pressure drop is so small as to be negligible; at high flom
the pressure drop amounts to about 1 Dercent of the total
pressure loss.

The mass flow was calculated from the total and statit
prcasurea at stations 2 and 3’ to test the validity of th
assumption that the flow is uniform across each section (one
dimensional flow). The calculation was made from t.h

‘ factor (pv)z/p,p,, which WM obt~ed from tie Pr*u~
rntio PIP4 and figure 2. The ratios of the weight flows ix

the weight flows calculated from measurements at tlm
orifice are plotted for stations 2 and 3’ in figures 14 and 15
respectively, against the weight flows obtained from th
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orifice measurements. At station 2, figure 14 shows that
the ratio is near enough unity for application of the wump-
tion of uniform flow. At station 3’, however, figure 15
indicates that the measurements are not accurate at low
flows. In the calculation of any coefficient based on measure-
ments at one point at station 3’, correlation will probably

4 6 8 10 30 40 50
pvg, lbj(se&sq%

Fmmm 14.-Eatfo ofmm Sow mmsmw.i at station 2tomm flowat ststlon 2obtafmd from

Oliaw mamrementa. Tests made wfthont heat trmmlor.

not be obtained. It is partly for this reason that ~DJ,i,

a splotted in figure 12, shows such lack of cm-relation.
In order to eliminate the use of these inaccurate measure-

ments, CDJ,i was recalculated by the use of an assumed
exit loss instead of the measured loss The value of ~
compensates tQ some extent for the fact that da# 90°. If

%+2 $ sin o~ is assumed constant or various valuea of

13t,then for 03= 90° separation from the cylinder rear can be
exTected and no pressure recovery due to pressure gradients
along the wall will result. In that case %=0.
Then,

or

aa=2 * (l—sin eJ (26)

If it k further assumed that (J=O and] .w=p, and if

ga=g4@4/Aa)2 is substituted in equation (17), then

This equation applies with an incompressible fluid floying
through the sudden expansion of a straight duct.

The method of calculating 0., ~,, ,when this 10SSis used Jm.s
been previously given. The results are plotted in figure 16.
lMuch better correlation results &an was qbtained in figure
12, especially at low flows. The data for each al,titude form
a smooth curve. The curves separate, however, as soon as
the Mach number, which increases with altitude for a tied
Reynolds number, becomes appreciable, indicating that the
effect of compressibility has been overestimated by taking
too high a loss at the exit; that is, G is too low.

In order to determine how much these irregularities in
O~J,, and ~– ~ ailect the over-all total-pressure drop, the
values of ODJ,f and ~— ~ determined from the teats were
used to calculate the loss in total pressure to be expected
with an incompressible fluid by assuming that the density

.

I 1111 I I I ❑ I I I I I I I I I
I

p Vg,lb/@cc) (sq ffl

FIGuaElEL—Ratio of mass IIOW mwzrred at statfon 3’ to masa flow at datfon 3’obtslnod from

0rMo3 m wsurements. T@ts made wfthont heat trtmdor.

remains unchanged in all equations for pressure loss. If all
10S.WSare added and if p=constant=%,

()CPJE &l= 1+ CD,I,<+C8–%–Z 43 ~@+ ~ ‘
-A

(26)

The over-all pressure-loss coefficient Cp,~is plotted against
the
the
has

weight flow per unit area in figure 17, which shows that
extreme scatter of the data points in figures 12 and 13
been sui%ciently reduced to allow fairing of curves
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through the data points. The effect of compressibility may
be seen from the fact that the curves show systematic
differences for the different altitudee although the ends of
the curves do not have the sharp curvature that is evident
in the plots of (ApPa,)/fi(pV)*. These differences are much
smaller than the entire compressibility affect, ss may be
seen by comparison with figure 10, which is already some-
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tits by analytical method.

what corrected for compressibility effects. This result

wouId seem to indicate that, for correction of the comprmsi-
bility effect, the division of the prassure loss between the
baffle channel and the baffle exit is unimportant because
the prwsure p8 was no doubt in error. b order to invmcmate
this hypothesis, the over-all pressure-loss coefhcient c,.,
wa9 computed from the estimated value for G— C3 (equation
(25)) and the correspond@g ValUW for C~J,i (fig. 16).

34311 c-G&14
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The results of these calculations are plotted in figure 18,
which &ows that the value for pa cannot be estimated in an
arbitrary fashion.

If the values of CD,~,, and G– C, from equations (5) and
(17) are inserted in equation (26) in order to determine how
the pressure-loss coefficient C,, ~depends on the data, there
is obtained

“~,=’+(.*)P9-2e-1)1+
‘w+@w:)-(9 ’27)

If the density ratios are estimated from the ene~ equa-
tions for very low Mach numbers (i14=O), then

‘,,=’+(W)(*)+

[

T’ -
P4—P3 T
— -

m (l+q (l+:).

A, ‘
(J

2T’———— —
~+q

2

The value of T’ (equation (8)) is always less than 0.10 and
the data indicate that the term involving ~ is never greater
than 0.01. At low Mach numbers, therefore, large varia-
tions in estimate9 of pa from its true value will not tiect

.,,. For high hfach numbe~, however, equation (27)c
indicatesthat pa will definitely aflect the result for CP,~.

“ Figure 15 shows that the measurements of pa are inaccurate
at low Mach numbers but much better at high Mach numbers;
therefore, at high Mach numbers w-hen the data for pa are
used, fair correlation of CP,~ may be expected. At low
Mach numbers, the inaccurate values for ps do not ailect the
result; correlation may consequently also be expected in this
range. With inaccurate values for C.J.i and ~– C, at low
Mach numbe~, correlation for CD,, may be expected;
whereas, in the high range, correlation may be expected only
when accurate values for CD,,, ~and ~— G are obtained.

Figure 12(a) shows that no correlation of CD,~.f occurs at
low Mach numbe~ and fair correlation occurs at high lMach
numbers. No accurate correlation in any range is obtained
for tests with heat transfer (fig. 12(b)) but, if scatter is taken
about a mean curve for the high lMach numbem, the varia-
tions are small compared with the value of C.,{ and therefore
do not show up so prominently. The same generil features
of the CDof.i plots (fig. 12) maybe observed in the ~— C~plots
(fig. 13) and the same comments apply. From the C., ,.,
data (fig. 16) it may be presumed that the estimate of ~ was
incorrect and resulted in the calculation of faulty values for

p,. Comparison of Cp,, of figure 17 with that of figure 18
indicates that, in the range of low iMach numbers for tdl
altitudes, the Cp., curves are the same with the measured and
the calculated values of p~, which con6rms the deduction
that, for low values of Mach number, CP,* is independent of

&

P%, lb/(-c)(q ft)

(8) IWhont heat tmnak.

(b) With best trader.

Fmmm I&—Effect of ccdfmgd weight flow on p resmre-lofs cimfllalont cnlculntod by uw

of am.lmd exit km.

p,. In fact, the lowestaltitude curve is approxinmtoly the
same for both methods of computing CP,4except at the very
highest Mach numbem. The lack of correlation of the data
of iigure 18 at high Mach numbers coniirms the deduction
that the estimated values of pa are incorrect and influence
the vahm for Cpm,and that the measured values for high
Mach numbers used in calculating CP,~(fig. 17) nre nccurh,
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The fnct that the pressure measurements in the rear of the
cylinder were very inaccurate at the low cooling-ti weight
flows indicates a lack of uniformity in the flow, which con-
tradicts the hypothesis upon which the flow analjwis w-m
built. A second inaccuracy-is seen in the hypothesis by
\VhiChCD,~,j k C.alCIdQtd frOm CD,fi The method of dda--,. .—

tiona is based on the assumption that q= XPV=% ~
LPA

increases linearly along the channel; fi(g~+gJ, tierefore,
represents a good mean value for q. This assumption is

I I 11!1 Dendy dlIfu&, ft I ! ! !
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appro.sinmtely true for low Mach numbem but not for high
iMach numbers where a much more rapid rate of increase is
to be e.spected. Because ~(gZ+qJ is higher than the mean
effective value of q in the channel, CD,J,f must be lower thsn
the coefficient that may be expected with a truly incompress-
ible fluid. The nonuniformity of flow in the rear (station 3)
will also modify the momentum equations for the baffle
channel and the baffle exit. For these reasons values of
C~o,, ~and G– C3 obtained by the assumption of uniform flow
nnd by means of equations (5) and (17) will probably not
check catinmtes fkom measurements of the velocity and
pressure distribution along the channel and baf3e walls.
Further e.speriments are required to determine conclusively
the effectiveness of this method.

Correlation of the ooeffloient C, * calculated by empirieal
method,—A plot of the pressure-lo= coefficient CP,~agsinst
tlm Reynolds number is shgwn in figure 19. Although the
correlation shown in this plot is satisfactory, some features
show that improvement is still desirable. The points for

the lowest density altitude without heat transfer are, in
general, lower than the average of the points. The tendency
for this plot to fall off at high Reynolds numbers indicates
that the correction for compressibility effecte is probably too
large. This redt might possibly be due to the fact that
the correction factor applied is too large for the pressure
losses occurring before station 3. This effect does not occur
in the data for other densi~ altitudes, possibly because the
data for the lowest densities may be inaccurate in the high-
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FIQOEB 21.-Vmfott0n of mrrmtwl presmre km with molfng-alr weight Saw.

flow region as a result of the unsteadiness of the driving
engine9.

In order to determim the magnitude of these deviations
on the actual pressures, the corrected pressure drops were
plotted in iigure 20 in the customary manner. The dis-
crepancies noted in figure 19 show little effect on the pressure-
loss plot. The shape of the plots of figure 19 indicatea that
a linear curve of pressure-loss data is not to be expected.
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GENSIML DISCUSSION

Comparison of the correlationmethods.-For any set of

pressure-lossdata, the separation of the curves for different

density altitudes is an effect of eompresibility that hss not
been corrected. The effect of compressibility is accentuated
at the highest weight flow for each denei@-altitude curve.
The effectiveness of each method of pressure-drop em-relation
is characterized by the magnitude of the spread of the curves
at the four weight flows that are the msximurns for the dif-
ferent altitude curves. At the end points of the curves for
4000-, 14,000-, 24,000-, and 32,000-feet density altitudes,
there are, respectively, two, four, six, and eight points on
all the curves for comparison. The average deviation from
the mean of all the curves at these points is given in the
following tables in percentage of the mean value of the para-
meter at that point:

rWe&fIy

(Kf ft))

14.4
2L 5

R:

I

hfethcul
I

(L;X1OJ 4.8
24

.?4 !L1

.40 L5

These tables show that the use of the variable (AfpJ/fi(pV)2
is least effective, that the use of the variable (AppJ/X(PV)2
and the analytical method is better and about equally
effective, and that the empirical method using the Prandtl-
Glauert factor is most effective and of satisfactory accuracy.

The involved procedure needed for use of the analytical
method is a definite drawback. Furthermore, certain infor-
mation is needed for pressure-loss predictions that is not
necessary when the empirical method is used; the relative
amount of heat picked up by the air in front of the baffle
entrance must be obtained and pressures at the bailiedmnnel
expansion point are required in order to evaluate separately
the coefficients CD,,,* and G— G in the pressure-low predic-
tions. The testing technique for determining reliable valuea
of ps is yet to be developed. Compubtions made for a
modern engine at an altitude of 40,000 feet show that very
l$gh Mach numbers occur and that sepsrate values of C~,r,~
snd %— 09 are needed. The method is somewhat simplified,
however, when no baflle tailpieee is used, which eliminates
pressure recovery at the baffle exit. In that case p~=pi, and
pressure measurements are therefore unnecemary in the
bafHe exit.

The same drawback applies to the use of the pressure-loss
function (Appe)/%(pV)2; that is, a measurement of the
pressure in the baffle exit is required to determine PU unless
a baffle is used that gives complete loss of the kinetic energy
at the baffle exit. This method of correcting the preesum
loss for compr=ibility effects has a rational basis. If the
entire lose is assumed to ocour at the baffle exit, if no pressure
recovery exists in the baffle tailpieoe, and if the au temper-
ature in the baffle exit is assumed equal to that behind tlm
cylinder, (AppJ/%(pV’)a should very nearly aocount for all

‘“W---’-I I 1 1 I I 1 1 , , , I
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FImmx 21.—Predfcti0n of moffngdr ~
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WUDMI a ftion Of R~lds numkr, and by w M *, o=sumed a fUntilOn Of

mess flow.

compr~sibility effects by equation (17). If not, all the loss
in energy occurs at the baffle exit and if some prmeure
recovery is present there, this method should give good
resnlta if most of the pr~sure loss occurs at the bafflo exit
and if the rest varies in much the same manner as the
baffle-exit 10SS.

The empirical method of amputation of tbo pressure
loss has the advantage of being quite sirnplo. There is
doubt as to the types of flow apparatus to which the empirical
method ean be applied because no rational basis for it
exists at present. Test data from engines, engine cylinders,
and radiatcme are required before an estimak of the reliability
of this method e-an be made. The same confirmation of
the reliability of the analyticrd method is needed, howovcr,
because there is some doubt that it oorrectly represented
the actual flow conditions in even this comparatively simple
type of flow path.

In order to illustrate the applimtion of the empirical
method, an example is computed and plotted in figure 21.
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Nor comparison, the prees.ure loss is also computad by means
of the function (Ap~aJ/~(pVj2. The barrel temperature iS
assumed constant rut 350° F; the rate of heat transfer is
assumed constant and such as to require an air weight flow
at sea level of 18.5 pounds per second per square foot of
free-flow area of the barrel-baflle channel. The atmospheric
pressures rmd temperatures are modi.iied for isentropic
compression corresponding ta a flight speed of 200 miles per
hour, The subsequent steps are:

1. Compute cooling-temperature differential Tb—T1,t.
2. Computi the hat-transfer coefficient U (equation

(24)).
3. Determine pVg (fig. 9); compute the exit temperature.
4. Compute the Reynolds number, and determine CP,i

(fig. 19).
5. Compute the abscissa of @ure 2 and read the compres-

sibility-correction factor (pO/PO,J J=
(3. Compute the pressure 10SSfrom the data of steps 3, 4,

and 6,
When the pressure loss is computed by means of the
function (APpa,)/J4(pV)2,the first three steps are the same
as those previously given. The weight flow is used to
dehmmhm (APp.,)/fi(pV)2 by means of the plot of lowed
density altitude (@g. 10 (b)). An estimate of Ap is made for
determining p.,; the resulting value of Ap is used to retie
the values for pa, and Ap. For less extreme cooling condi-
tions, the difference between the two methods is not so great.

J3fTeotof viscosity.-l?or the general correlation of pressure-
10SSand heat-transfer data, dimensionless parameters should
be used. The variable h, for example, should be plotted in

h
terms of the Stanton number —~pv fight the Reynolds

number, In turbulent flow the Stanton number varies
approximately as the viscosity to the 1/5 power. For prac-
tical application of heaiXransfer data to altitude-cooling
predictions, therefore, the small variation in the viscosity
caused by the variations in temperature of the cooling-air
surfaca film will affect the heat transfer only slightly. Good
correlation of heatAansfer data of a given engine or cyl-
inder cm be expected, therefore, if the weight flow is used
as the cmkelation variable. The same reasoning can be
applied to pressure-loss data. ” Because the present presmre-
10SS data were obtained with and without heat transfer,
considerable difference should be expected in the iilm
viscosity. Consequently, the Reynolds number was used
to correlate the pressure-loss data; the viscosity of the
surface & gave better correlation than the cooling-air
viscosity in the computation of the Reynolds number. The
pressure-loss coefficients were plotted against the weight
flow because use of the Reynolds number effected no increase
in correlation or significant change in the plot.

Velocity distribution.-some improvement might be made
in the analysis of flow in radiators, for which the assumption

of uniform flow at the radiator-tube exit is satisfactory, if
allowance were made in the momentum equation for the
nonuniformity of flow to be expected with a turbulent veloc-
ity distribution in the tube. The computed kinetic-energy
loss at the exit would thus be increaaed.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Based on an analysis of pressure-drop requirements and
on experiments to determine the effect of air compressibility
on cooling and pressure loss of a baffled cylinder barrel, the
following results were obtained:

1. The preasue loss from the front of the cylinder to the
baffle entrance was very small, as might be expected for any
baflled engine cylinder.

2. The method of analyzing the flow processes around a
baflled cylinder baaed on the assumption of uniform flow
corrected for most of the effect of compressibility.

3. The assumption of uniform flow used in the analytical
method of predicting pressure 10SWS was not verified by
computations from pressure measurements between the iins
at low flows.

4. Prediction of the pr-ure loeaea across Q cylinder at
high Mach numbers using the analytical method based on
uniform flow requires lmowledge of the exact values of the
friction coefficient between the iins and the coefficient at the
exit of the cylinder. At low Mach numbem the division of
the pressure coefficients has little effect on predicted pressure
10s9.

5. The use of a fictitious exit density PC in correcting
pressure-loss data gives as accurate correlation as the analyL
ical method based on the assumption of uniform flow.

6. An empirical method has been found which gives satis-
factory correlation (mean deviation of pressure-function
curves of about 3 percent) of the test data on pressure loss of
the present cylinder and which permits estimates to be made
of compressibility and heating effects more simply than either
the analytical method or the method using the badle-exit
density in baille-flow systems with a tailpiece.

CONCLUSION

If engine-cooling equations are based on the cooling-air
weight flow instead of on the pressure loss, good correlation
of data and prediction of performance may be expected
because test data and theoretical estimates showed no appr~
ciable effect of air compressibility on heai%transfer coeffi-
cients in the ordinaxy range of engine operating conditions.

AIRCRAFT ENGINE RESILMICH LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMIT=Tm FOR kBEONAUTICS)

CLIWDLAND, OHIO, Jdy 1,1944.
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APPENDIX A

ESTIMATION OF AIR-TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AROUND A BAFFLED CYLINDER BARREL

In order to determine the pressure loss over the cylinder,
it is neeessary to know the rate of heat transfar to the cooling
air between stations 1 and 2 HI and the rata of heat transfer
to the caoling air in the bailled section Hq. The following
analysis presents one method of estimating HI and Ht.

For an element of heat-transmitt~a surface dS, the amount
of heat transfemed per unit time k

dH=hz(Tr T,)dS (Al)
where

H rate of heat transfer from front of cylinder to point being
considered, Btu/sec

h. 10C.CIsurface heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/(see) (“F) (sq ft)
T~ coo%g-urface temperature average at any local flow

section, ‘F absolute
2’, local stagnation-air temperature, ‘F absolute

The viscous shearing stress slows down the air in the
immediate vicinity of the wall and increases the temperature
there until 2’, the temperature upon which the heat transfer
depends, is more properly the stagnation temperature than
the static temperature (reference 11). If JV~ is the local
weight flow between the fins (lb/see), the energ equation is

B= GWL(T,– T, ,,) (A2)

In the unbaffled section of the cylinder, W. increaaea from
a value of zero at the front stagnation point to the value W
at the baflleentry. The term T, is eliminated from equa-
tions (A2) and (Al) and the quantities

~= hsT
~ w.

and
t= T~—Tl,,=cooling-temperature differential, “F

are used to obtain

dH=C(~W’’t-E)d(8/&)

where

S= entire surface for heat transfer, sq ft
S surface for heat transfer from front of cylinder to point

considered, sq ft
The solution of this differential equation is

[sH=exp – ‘s’ Cd(S/ST)]{ Constant+
o

J
&9r‘

CoPWLtexp [~(s/sJ] d(S/S~) } (A3)o

Because S/&=O and H=O at the fxont of the cylinder, the
constant of integration is zero. At the btie entrance,
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i3jST is equal to a, the ratio of the unbafiled cooling surfnco
of the cylinder to the total cooling surface, and H=H1, tho
rate of heat exohange in the unbaffled portion of the cylinder.
At the baille exit, iY/S~= 1, and H= HI+H9, the rote of lmnt
exchange over the entire cylinder. When these boundary
conditions are inserted in equation (A3),

‘l=-[-f@(s’s”)]
JaCGWLtexp[~rLli(S/ST)] d(S/~T) (A4)

o

“+H’=exI-Icd@’si
s1

CcpWLtexp[_o%d(S/S,)] d(S/S=) (A5)
o

The rest of this appendix derives expressions for H, and
H,+H2, which are more convenient than equations (A4) ancl
(A5) for computation from the test dati. The quantity C
varies little over the cylinder except at the very front. The

s-f~s’cd(sm
factor 0

J%K8,%,
and the integd of ~Lte ~ d(s/&)

are only slightly affected by this variation. Consequi3ntly,
the quantity C is considered a constant in all the integrations.
The values found for HI and H, +HS from tlm energy
equations

HI= WCP(Z’,,,- T,,,)

and

H,+ H,= WC,(T4,,– T,.,)

are substituted in equations (A4) and (A5) to obtnin

sa‘F%~ c(~/s,J~(~/&)
T2,,– T,,,= Ce-c” ore (A(3)

(A7)

Tk,— TLl=e-c(l-aJ (Tz r Tl,,)+

J1ELteC(S/fi.jd(S/&)(-Je-c
.W (A8)

If an estimate is made of the weighbflow variation W“/lV
and measurements oft am obtained, C can be determined from
the over-all temperature rise TA,~—T1,, and equation (A7)
and its value used in equation (A6) to find Tz,~—T1,f.
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In order b estimate the weight-flow variation in the un-
baflled portion of the cylinder, the flow in the front is com-
puted by means of the equation for potential flow over a
circular cylind,er. The velocity over such a cylinder is

V=2V0 tin ~ (8/&)

where Vo is the velocity of the undisturbed flow, which
reaches a mm$rnum at S/S== 1/2. In the case of the baffled
cylinder the maximum value is at S/S== a. The velocity
function is therefore modified to take this factor inta account

V=2V0 tin (~s/2&T)

The constriction at the bafRe entrance (S/ST=~) of the
flow area to I/n its value for an unbaflled cylinder increases
the maximum velocity by the factor n, but the velocity in
front of the cylinder is unchanged. The velocity distribution
must therefore be multiplied by an even function of S/S=,
which increases from a value of 1 at SJS~= Oto a value of n at

[
S/S== a. The assumed function is n 1—

n— 1
~ COS(&/2&) 1

which gives an approximate weight-flow variation of

~=sin (&/2&) –n+ sin ~ (S/S=) (A9)

From the baffle dimensions, n= 5. For the ~baflled portion
of the cylinder, a linear cooling-surface temperature dis-
tribution is assumed

(A1O)

where ~1is the value of t at S/ST= O, and G is the value of
t at S/Sr=a. Equations (A9) and (A1O) are substituted in
equation (A6) ta obtain

(T,, t–~1, ,)/G=J(c)+(q)f2(c) (All)

where

An approximation must now be found for the integral
involved in equation (AS). In the bailled section, JV~/JV= 1

and t varies very littlo; an extreme case shows 9-percent aver-
age deviation from the mean. The unbaffled cylinder rear
shows a much larger deviation but the decrease in the eflec-
tive cooling-air velocity reduces the variation of the function
‘(17L/W)t. The value of TV./lV is therefore taken to be unity
and an average value used for t so that

s1% ~eCW’&)~(s/&’T) =-/j (ec–ec”)&
.W

(A12)

where t~ is the average cooling-surface temperature of the
cylinder horn the baffle entrance ta the rear minus the inlet-
air temperature. This result is substituted in equation (AS)
ta obtain

U’2.,–T,, J= (z’. r7’lJ –
[t,– (z’4.t-z’J][e--”) – 1] (A13)

T$

equation (All) can be plotted in the form (Z’q,~-TloJ/ta as a
function of (cc{’-a)–l) and (t,–&.)/td. This plot is sho~

i

&

&

.20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 50 .55 .60
~c(l-d) -1

T;r ‘,,FTGUEEZ—Determlnntian of ~ ‘ m<.

in figure 22. Equation (A13), however, gives a solution for
the variable (Z’z,,— Ti ,,)/i=as a linearbction of ec(l-ti) — 1
with a y intercept of (T4.~—Tl,~)/t= and a slope of

[b–(Tw-Tl.Jl/t.. From data on the temperature of the
cylinder, the straight line (equation (A13)) can be located on
figure 22 and the intersection point can be obtained with the
curve of equation (Al 1) for the proper value of (t, —h)/ta;
thus, (Tz.,— T,,,)/ta can be determined.
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SYMBOLS

A cross-sectional area at a station indicated by a sub-
script (mcept with”subscfipt f)), sq ft

A, area of cylinder wall at base of fins, sq ft
Cp speciiic heat of air at constant pressure, Btu/(lb) (“F)

~ _ (MM_—
(~w.)

03
C../

Cl)./,,

c,.,
(?D,lf
9
h=

h

H

H,

H,

M

M= =

coefficientfor friction drag in bdle exit
coefficient for skin-fiction drag from station 2 to

stdion 3 based on dynamic pressure at station 2
coefficient for drag from station 2 to station 3 based

on dynamic pressure averaged in baflle channel
pressure-loss coefficient with an incompressible fluid
pressure-loss coefficient with a compressible fluid
acceleration of gravity, ftJsecz
local surface heat%nmsfer coefficient, Btu/(see) (°F)

(Sq ft)
average surface heat-transfer coefficient, based on

inlet-air temperature, Btu/(see) (“F) (sq ft)
rate of heat transfer from cylinder area between front

and any point considered, Btu/sec
rate of heat transfer to air from front of cylinder to

baflle entrance, Btu/sec
rate of heat transfer from baffle entrance to baffle

exit (station 2 to station 4), Btu/sec
Mach number at a stdion indicated by subscript

(OXwpt M=, M,)

‘—1

J [‘rP’ * (l+p’)+l’-l)]++ (1–p’q

~p’–l

P static or stagnation (indicated by subscript t) pres-
sure at any point in fluid indicatad by a subscript,
lb/sq ft

Pi static pressure at any point in fluid with incomprw-
sible flow, lb/sq ft

!Z dynamic pressure at any point in fluid indicated by
subscript, lb/sq ft

R Reynolds number
s surface for heat transfer from fiwnt of cylinder to

point considered, sq ft
s. total heat%ransfer surface of cylinder, sq ft
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projected area of cylinder-wall surface and curved
part of baffle surface back of station 3 on plane
of &, Sq ft

T,– 2’1,,
% (t,+tl)
average value oft between stations 2 and 4, 0 F
true air-stream or stagnation (indicated by subscript t)

temperature at any point in fluid indicated by
subscript (except Tb, T~, and T~,a,), 0F absolute

average temperature of cylinder wall at base of fins,
0 F absolute

cooling-surface temperature averaged at my local
flow section, 0 F absolute

average temperature of cooling surface of cylinder,
0 F absolute

H,/c, WTS
wall heat-transfer coefficient of cylinder, Btu/(see)

(sq ft) (0 F)
velocity of air at any station indicated by subscript,

ft/sec
weight of air flowing through baflle, lb/see
local air weight flow between iins, lb/see
ratio of unbailled cooling surface of cylinder to total

cooling surface
ratio of speciiic heats for air (1.3947)
angle between radii of cylinder to cylinder rear and

to station 3, deg (See fig. 1.)
absolute viscosity, slugs/(see) (ft)
local true or stagnation (indicated by subscript i)

density at any point indicated by subscript (except

P., Pa,, ~d Pez), slUgs/CU ft
standard density of air at 29.92 in. Hg and 60° J7,

slugs/cu ft
average of densities at stations 1 and 4, slugs/cu ft
fictitious exit density

P21h
total-pressure drop from front to rear of cylinder,

lb/sq ft or in. water, (p, ,,–p,,,)
loss in total pressure from front to rear of cylinder

with an incompressible fluid, lb/sq f t or in. water
loss in total pressure from front to rear of cylinder

with an incompressible fluid under standard den-
sity conditions, lb/sq ft or in. water

Subscripts applicable to A, p, T, V, p, M, and q:
1, 2, 3, 3’, 4 stations indicated in iigure 1
t stagnation condition of gas (absence of subscript t

indicate9true-stream condition)
o condition characteristic of entire flow
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TABLE I.-SUMMARY OF DATA FOR TESTS WITHOUT HEAT TRANSFER

[Thesymbolsowl aredeflmdin8PL81NUIB]

H-J-7’h?mityaltitude (ft) (~’~ (OFn~.) ~~1 *3)

E 10
2a12
!2%19
!iam
2a34
m.m
!2%11
%14
am
23.24
‘2&16
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2a2a
2a23
a 18
g;

%16
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m: co
19.92
26.12
m. 11
m. 16
m. 12
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m. 16
m. m
m. m
m. 15
m. 24
m. 16
14.82
lh m
l&07
16.01
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14.91
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1491
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~.s&
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.m

.4926
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–: ~

.17m
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.4213

.02m

.1479

.4478

. 4esl

.43a2

. 4%s7
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.42?6

.m
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.m
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.257Q
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. 018s

. lsiv
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. 4m5

.m

.3s%

:%
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.0767
. 3m
.mm
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. am?!
. 24E3
.2m6

am
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–. 1170

.3m3

.1074

. U34

.m

. 14E2
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.1761

. lm
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. ml
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. lm

. le4m
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.IW2
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–. 04&3
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. lm4
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. lQM
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.1363
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. 1W4

.Zm4

. lm
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. ~~

.3262

.3708

.2JW

. 1M6

. 1%1

. 2ml
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1.7116 1. w
L 4234
1. K116 ;: E
1. 046s . ml
1. mm L022S
.8237 . S141
. 7m4 .7&56

.6048
.:= .7046

.&ml
.0177 .I?Xo
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.W .WJ3
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.66% .6610
.W4 .0482
.6667 .6426
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.6442 .66m
. mm .W4

L oEm L02i6
. 910a . 9U6
.0M9 .8431
.8587 . Slm
. a46 . mol
.6s62 .7449
.6216 .6737
. OHS .45s49
.CL@3 ;~
.6m4
.m84 .W34
.6539 .6494
.04m .6773
.7448 .8132
.6643 .7363
. 6n9 :%
.m.m
.6317 .7176

1.m .S333
.Sm7 .mm
.78M .8W
.7141 :=
. 678S

: 063; .9736
.E#3

.m46 ..s204

. mm .W37

.7s77 .m46

.7631 . 7a58

.6845 .737B

.6942 .7M7

. 64s2
L 1627 i%%!
.8461 :%
.9497
.Wa6 .m
. 8S17 .=
.6700 . m74
.9463 . 0m9

o.04e3 a97
. Cm2 .Fa
.0537 L 10
.0951 LOB
.Cmz L70
.0m4
.1097 i:
. 12a2
.1694 i:
.1676 0.74
. 2.KO ‘a.11
.2a77 10.37
.m26 1230
.m34 14. m
.3176 la 19
.Wm 222a
.3949 27. s-a
:= 36. W

.4W W

. Om L76

.6&35 2a9

.1106

.EIM ::

. 12-U 4.27

.1870 7.23
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.2W 1: E
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.3060 17. m
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.mm 2L37
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. 14m 4.8s

. lSM 0.69

. 21m

.2X0 It%

.2613 le. 10

.0m7 1. M

. 12$s 4. ‘m

.1482 &m

.1827 7. m

.2104 9.23

. W47 2to

.1077

. 11s) %1

. 13M 436

.1621 6.02

. lm3

.2167 ;E

.!2253 10.s

. 2E31 1233
;% Lm

.Wo ;%

. lem &51
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TABLE 11.4 UMMARY OF DATA FOR TESTS WITH HEAT TR~TSFER

me sym~ @ ared@lnedinapwdh B]

,
DwJty altitndo(ft) (lJ&) ~~q’ r FT4&) (%& (:%If (1%+ mj:y (h&g TIF,~TI,IT:&J.)&&g (.l%k.) (gqft))

o — —

Lam--------------------------------------27.m a64 W6 27.77
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.%:
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